A repealer will only have a Section 1. (Every regulation is required to have a Section 1, even if it contains no other sections.)

REGULATION NUMBER
- Contact the Regulations Compiler for the repealer’s number.

TITLE
- If one (1) administrative regulation is being repealed, the title will be "Repeal of {the number of the administrative regulation being repealed}.")
  EXAMPLE:
- If multiple administrative regulations within the same chapter are being repealed, the title will be "Repeal of {the complete list of the regulations numbers of the regulations being repealed}.")
  EXAMPLE:

NECESSITY, FUNCTION AND CONFORMITY paragraph
- Contains at least 2 complete sentences
- First: Give the specific citation and explain how that citation authorizes or requires the promulgation of the administrative regulation.
- Second: A summary of the functions intended to be implemented by this administrative regulation, including the reason for the repeal.

(Please note: the signature page, public hearing and public comment period page, regulatory impact analysis and tiering statement, and fiscal note on state and local government are still required.)

Language for repealing only one (1) administrative regulation:

Section 1. 312 KAR 89:720, Bullfrog hunting, is hereby repealed.

Language for repealing MULTIPLE administrative regulations:

Section 1. The following administrative regulations are hereby repealed:

(1) 312 KAR 89:720, Bullfrog hunting;

(2) 312 KAR 89:730, Bullfrog hunting renewal requirements; and

(3) 312 KAR 89:740, Continuing education for bullfrog hunters.